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Google Updates Chrome to Prevent Unwanted Content, Redirects 
From “darkreading.com”. 
 

Changes to Google Chrome aim to prevent users from being redirected to unexpected websites 

and unwanted content. Google is updating its Chrome browser to protect users from redirection 

to unexpected websites and unwanted content, the company announced this week. 

The next few releases of Chrome will contain three new protections. 

 

According to Google, one in every five desktop users encounter unwanted content. Many users  

unexpectedly navigate to a new Web page, often the result of embedded third-party content. In 

Chrome 64, all redirects from third-party iframe will show a sidebar of information instead of 

redirecting - unless the user had been interacting with that frame. Similarly, sometimes users 

click on a desired destination, which opens in a new tab, but the main window navigates to an 

unwanted page. In Chrome 65, this behavior will trigger an infobar and prevent the main tab 

from redirecting and circumventing Chrome's pop-up blocker. 

 



 
 

Other redirects are harder to detect; for example, when links to third-party sites are disguised as 

play buttons or other website controls. In early January, Chrome will update its pop-up blocker 

to prevent these sites from opening new windows or tabs 
For more go to, 

 

https://blog.chromium.org/2017/11/expanding-user-protections-on-web.ht 

 

 

MAPS, I GOT MAPS! 
 

Space out with planets in Google Maps 
Google Maps has added planets and moons to its repertoire. Using images from Cassini and 

other resources, there are now 17 planetary maps available for viewing. Earth, Mars, Pluto, and 

Venus are on view, as well as the International Space Station (ISS), the Earth's moon, and the 

moons Enceladus, Mimas, Titan, Europa, Ganymede, Rhea, and others. Astronomical artist 

Björn Jónsson assembled the planetary maps of Europa, Ganymede, Rhea, and Mimas by 

working with imagery from NASA and the European Space Agency. A few hours after Google 

announced the new additions, planetary scientist Emily Lakdawalla noted that several of the icy 

moon maps, including Enceladus and Europa, had their names and images off by 180 degrees. 

Hopefully that's been corrected by now.  

(h/t Google Blog, The Verge 

 

 

New Internet Explorer Security 
Bug Exposes Search 

 
By John Lister in “Infopackets.com”. 
  
A newly discovered Internet Explorer bug means rogue websites can track the next site a user visits, or 
even the next search the user makes. While it's not necessarily devastating in itself, the researcher who 
found the bug says it is a sign Microsoft isn't paying enough attention to its old browser. 

https://blog.chromium.org/2017/11/expanding-user-protections-on-web.ht
https://www.blog.google/products/maps/space-out-planets-google-maps/
https://www.google.com/maps/@0,-95.677068,22963938m/data=!3m1!1e3
https://www.google.com/maps/@0,-95.677068,22963938m/data=!3m1!1e3
https://www.blog.google/products/maps/space-out-planets-google-maps/
https://www.theverge.com/2017/10/17/16489360/google-maps-cassini-enceladus-venus-pluto-space-images


The bug means that a 'rogue' web page could access the content of whatever the user types in to the 
Internet Explorer address bar as soon as they press the Enter key. This would normally be another 
website address, but the way Internet Explorer works means it could also be a search term. 

Security researcher Manuel Caballero has demonstrated the bug with a page that updates to show what 
the user has typed in. However, he says the bug can also be used without any sign that the site has 
received the information. (Source: arstechnica.com) 

Bug Could Be Research Tool 
In practice, it's unlikely this would cause a major security risk, as it's something of a long shot that the 
operator of one page would find something useful and secretive from what the user typed in for their next 
search or visit. 

It's even possible sites could use the bug as a research tool to improve their offerings. By looking at what 
sites or search terms users move on to next, they could learn more about why users didn't stick around 
on their own site. 

Internet Explorer Gets 'Too Little Support' 
Either way, it's definitely a flaw in the way Internet Explorer works and Caballero says that's the real 
problem. He believes such a simple issue should either have never arisen or have been caught much 
earlier. 

He also theorizes that Microsoft may have missed the bug because it’s putting too much of its efforts into 
the new Edge browser, which is now the default browser in Windows 10. The problem, Caballero argues, 
is that almost three times as many users use Internet Explorer as use Edge. He believes Microsoft should 
either give both browsers sufficient attention, or flat out tell people to stop using Internet Explorer. 
(Source: brokenbrowser.com) 

What's Your Opinion? 
Can you see any particularly risky ways this bug could be exploited? Is it a fuss over nothing or a bug 
worth highlighting? Do you still use Internet Explorer and are you happy Microsoft is doing enough to 
maintain it? Infopackets.com 

 

 

Here's How To Trace an Email 

Category: Email From “askbobrankin.com” 

 

 

Have you ever gotten an email several days after it was sent? Have you ever gotten an unwanted 

email with a fake “From” name, and wished you could find out where it came from? Read on to 

learn about some free tools that can help with both situations... 
 

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/09/bug-in-fully-patched-Internet-explorer-leaks-text-in-address-bar/?comments=1
http://www.brokenbrowser.com/revealing-the-content-of-the-address-bar-ie/
https://askbobrankin.com/email/


How to Trace the Source (or Path) of an Email 

There are times when it’s useful to trace the path that an email took to get to your inbox. The 

most common situation is suspected spam, when you want to discover the true source of an 

email.  

Delays in receiving emails can also be diagnosed by tracing the path that emails take to you. But 

tracing emails on your own can be pretty frustrating. 

Every email contains hidden information about the path it took to you, called “header 

information.” To most people, it looks like gibberish. Here is just a small part of a typical 

example: 

Received: by 110.46.73.35 with SMTP id z62csp234112ita; Wed, 9 Sep 2015 05:10:19 -0700 

(PDT)  

X-Received: by 10.67.3.3 with SMTP id bs3pad.121.144187; Wed, 09 Sep 2015 05:10:17 -0700 

(PDT)  

Return-Path: EDDCOQNWXFNNFKD.BNLk9QJHMF3MHBFK.BNL@example.com  

From: "Some User" <someuser@example.com>  

To: "My Name" <myaddress@mydomain.com>  

Message-ID: 60762392-7dbc-50e41ecd8bee@xt2mta1217.xt.local 

 

With the possible exception of the "From" and "To" lines, ordinary mortals struggle to make 

sense out of email headers like this snippet. Geeks who run email servers or hunt down 

spammers may get eyestrain looking at raw headers, too. But there are many online tools that 

parse email headers to make them more legible by humans. 

The Email Header Analyzer is a free online tool provided by MX Tools, Inc., a Texas-based firm 

that primarily serves network administrators and ISPs. Anyone can use the Analyzer, however; 

just paste a block of header information into the tool’s form and click the “Analyze Header” 

button.  

The results include a bar graph, indicating any delays in the hops that the message took to reach 

you. It will also show you if any of the mail servers that relayed the message are on a spam 

blacklist. If the sender's server is on a blacklist, that's a big red flag that the message may be 

suspicious or malicious. 

http://mxtoolbox.com/EmailHeaders.aspx


Wrapping Your Head Around Headers 

The Google Apps Toolbox also includes a message header analyzer. Its main purpose is to 

highlight delays in message relays and pinpoint their possible sources. (Typically, email 

messages are received within seconds, even if they must travel half-way around the globe.)  

Google also provides brief, clear instructions on how to find message headers in Webmail 

messages, including Gmail, AOL, Yahoo! Mail, Excite Webmail, and Hotmail (now 

Outlook.com). Instructions for finding headers in desktop clients such as Microsoft Outlook, 

Apple Mail, Mozilla Thunderbird, and Opera are also given. 

IPTracker is an email header tool that's more suited for non-techie users. In addition to showing 

the IP address of the sender, it also shows the name of the sender's Internet service provider, and 

the city and country of origin on a map. 

Interpreting Email Headers is another Google tutorial, for those who want to read raw email 

header info. It walks you through each line of a sample header, explaining in plain English what 

it means. 

Identifying a Spammer 

If a sender forges the "From" line, you may not be able to find the email address of the actual 

sender. But analyzing the email headers will show you at least that it WAS forged, and give you 

an indication where it originated.  

It's also important to keep in mind that a lot of spammy emails are sent from computers that are 

compromised by malware. So don't assume that the person in the From: line of an email has any 

knowledge of having sent it.  

For extra credit, you can paste the IP address found on the first "Received" line into the 

MaxMind GeoIP tool, to learn the approximate geographic location of the sender. (Note that first 

"Received" line is the one closest to the bottom of the headers. As messages travel over the 

Internet, the header lines stack up, so you need to read them in reverse order.) 

For example, I got a classic 419 Scam message from a spammer today, showing this: "Received: 

from User (UnknownHost [197.211.53.1]) by vdt.com …" Sure enough, the MaxMind tool 

confirmed my suspicion that the sender was in Lagos, Nigeria. 

If you think a message is from a spammer or a scammer, don't reply to it. You'll only be 

confirming to the bad guys that your address is valid, and possibly embroiling yourself in a heap 

of trouble. You can forward unwanted emails to the FTC at spam@uce.gov, but I'm not 

convinced that they do anything with them. Personally, I find it more satisfying to just hit the 

DELETE button and move on with my life. 

https://toolbox.googleapps.com/apps/messageheader/
https://support.google.com/mail/answer/22454
http://www.iptrackeronline.com/email-header-analysis.php
https://support.google.com/mail/answer/29436
https://www.maxmind.com/en/geoip-demo
http://askbobrankin.com/nigerian_scammers.html


Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or question to 

“askbobrankin.com”.. 

 

(*&^%$#@) Passwords! 

Resetting Forgotten Windows Password  

Category: Windows from “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

A reader asked recently, “Bob have you ever written an article on how to get into my computer 

if I forgot my password?” For a couple of reasons, I have steered away from doing so. But I 

think it's time to remedy that right now... 
 

Hmmm... Monkey315? Hotdog52? Dang it! 

If you have followed the “best practices” that I always recommend, your Windows password is 

non-trivial and probably hard to remember. It isn’t written down on a sticky note attached to 

your monitor, and you change it every so often. 

But what happens when the little grey cells won't cooperate, and you can't login to your 

Windows computer? You could also be facing this problem if you purchased or inherited a used 

computer, and the login password is not available. 

A password manager like RoboForm won’t help you because it runs under Windows and you 

can’t get into Windows. So if you forget your Windows password, as many people do every day, 

what can you do to regain access to your PC? The answer depends on what version of Windows 

you are using. This article deals with Windows 7 because most of my readers still use it. 

Resetting passwords in Windows 10 will be a future topic. 

 

https://askbobrankin.com/windows/


You will need a System Repair Disc. Don’t panic if you don’t have one when you forget your 

password. You can create a System Repair Disc using any other Windows 7 PC to which you 

have access; it can be used on any Windows 7 PC. Note that you will need a blank CD or DVD 

disc and a read/write CD/DVD drive; a USB flash drive will not work 

Click Start and enter “system repair” in the search box; the first result will be “Create a System 

Repair Disc.” Click on that label to start the System Repair Disc Wizard. It will ask you to insert 

a blank CD/DVD in one of the available drives. Then, just follow the simple instructions and 

you’ll have a System Repair Disc in about five minutes. 

Using the System Repair Disk 

Insert the System Repair Disc in your CD/DVD drive and restart your PC. If it does not boot 

from the CD/DVD drive, you’ll need to re-configure your PC’s BIOS to attempt booting from 

the CD/DVD drive before it tries your Windows drive. Here's how to do that: 

Restart the PC again. In the first 2-3 seconds of the startup process you’ll see a quick message 

that tells you which key to press to enter “setup” of the BIOS. Usually, this message appears in 

the lower or upper left corner of the screen. If the message flashes by too fast for you to read it, 

try F2, F10, F12, Esc, or Del; one of those should do the trick. 

In the BIOS setup utility, find the screen used to configure the order in which drives attempt to 

boot. Often, that screen is conveniently labeled “BOOT ORDER” or something similar. It may 

be hidden under “Advanced Options.” 

Rearrange the order of the drives so that the CD/DVD drive tries to boot before your hard drive 

is tried. Save the changes, exit the BIOS setup utility, and let the PC boot again.  

When the BIOS is set up correctly, your PC will boot from the CD/DVD drive and the 

keyboard/language setup screen will appear. (You may have to press Enter to boot to CD or 

DVD. Watch for this prompt during startup.) Select your language from the first screen, click 

Next, and the System Recovery Options screen will appear. Select your Windows installation 

and note its drive letter. It will be different from the letter you see when you are logged into 

Windows! Click Next when you’re ready. 

Select “Command prompt” from the list of recovery options. At the command line, enter the 

following commands, pressing Enter after each line. NOTE: The drive letter in these commands 

must be the drive letter of your Windows installation, which you noted above. More often than 

not, it will be D: but substitute your Windows drive letter for D: if necessary 

D: 

cd windows\system32 

ren utilman.exe utilman.exe.bak 

copy cmd.exe utilman.exe 



Enter exit to exit from the command prompt and reboot again. At the login screen, click on the 

little icon in the lower left corner of the screen; alternatively, hold down the Windows key and 

press U. A command prompt will open.  

Wait... What Happened? 

Here is the trick we just pulled. Utilman.exe is a utility that enables users to configure 

accessibility options (Magnifier, High Contrast Theme, Narrator and On Screen Keyboard) 

before they log onto the system. We made a backup copy of utilman.exe, then copied cmd.exe 

over utilman.exe, effectively substituting a command prompt in place of accessibility options. 

Now we can access a command prompt without logging in.  

To set a new password of “futureGeek$417” for username johndoe, enter the following at the 

command prompt and press Enter: 

net user johndoe futureGeek$417 

If your user name contains a space, put it in inside quotes like this: 

net user "john doe" futureGeek$417 

If you don’t remember your username, enter the following command at the command prompt to 

see all users on the machine: 

net user 

You should memorize the new password you set for your username. Then, undo the changes you 

made to system files by entering these commands: 

cd windows\system32 

del utilman.exe 

ren utilman.exe.bak utilman.exe 

Exit from the command line. Remove the CD/DVD from its drive and reboot. When the login 

screen appears, your new password should work.  

You may have picked up on the fact that this trick could enable someone you do not trust to gain 

access to your computer, and even lock you out by changing your password. If this is a flaw in 

Windows, then apparently Microsoft doesn't care, because it's been widely known for many 

years. That's why physical security is just as important as digital security. A locked door is better 

security than a Windows password. 

Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or question  to 

“askbobrankin.com”. 



QUOTE FOR THE MONTH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


